Abstract. Λμ-calculus was introduced as a Böhm-complete extension of Parigot's λμ-calculus. Λμ-calculus, contrarily to Parigot's calculus, is a calculus of CBN delimited control as evidenced by Herbelin and Ghilezan. In their seminal paper on (CBV) delimited control, Danvy and Filinski introduced the CPS Hierarchy of control operators (shifti/reseti)i∈ω.
Introduction
Curry-Howard in Classical Logic, λμ-calculus and Separation. CurryHoward correspondence [17] was first designed as a correspondence between intuitionistic natural deduction (NJ) and simply typed λ-calculus. The extension of the correspondence to classical logic resulted in strong connections with control operators in functional languages as first noticed [15] by Griffin who analysed the logical interpretation of Felleisen's C operator [12] . Shortly after Griffin, Parigot introduced λμ-calculus [27] as an extension of λ-calculus corresponding to minimal classical natural deduction [1, 26] in which one can encode usual control operators. λμ-calculus became one of the most widely studied classical λ-calculi, both in the typed and untyped setting, for several reasons: it naturally extends λ-calculus while retaining most of λ-calculus standard properties and intuitionistic natural deduction in a straightforward way. However, a fundamental property of pure λ-calculus, known as separation property (or Böhm theorem [6] ), does not hold for λμ-calculus [29, 9] . In a previous work, we introduced Λμ-calculus, an extension to λμ-calculus, for which we proved that separation holds [31] .
Delimited control and the CPS hierarchy. Delimited control refers to a class of control operators which are much more expressive than non-delimited control operators (like call/cc for instance) in that they allow to simulate various side-effects [13] , the monadic side-effects. In their seminal paper on shift/reset [7] , Danvy and Filinski defined shift/reset delimited-control operators by their CPS semantics. They also introduced a hierarchy of such control operators, (shift i /reset i ) i∈ω , which are obtained by iterating CPS translations and that is known as the CPS hierarchy. Delimited control and the CPS hierarchy found applications in linguistics, normalization by evaluation, partial evaluation or concurrency. While the emphasis was traditionally given to the delimited-control languages in call-by-value, recent works [16, 21] have advocated the reasons for studying CBN delimited control.
In this paper, we develop a CBN analogue to the CPS hierarchy, based on Λμ-calculus. We develop our work on the strong connections between Λμ-calculus and calculi with delimited continuations in call-by-name evidenced by Herbelin and Ghilezan [16] .
Structure of the Paper. In Section 2, we first review Parigot's λμ-calculus and Λμ-calculus as well as the main properties of those calculi. In Section 3, we motivate and define the (Λ n ) n∈ω -calculi which we refer to as the stream hierarchy. We establish two essential results of its meta-theory: Church-Rosser and Böhm theorems. Section 4 is concerned with translations of the stream hierarchy into λ-calculus which are sound and complete and we develop in Section 5 Krivine's style abstract machines [23] for the hierarchy. Finally, Section 6 makes precise the relationships between the Stream hierarchy and the CPS hierarchy. A long version of this paper can be found on the author's webpage [30] .
2 Background and Notations: From λμ to Λμ.
In this section, we recall some background on Λμ-calculus: starting with Parigot's λμ, we introduce Λμ-calculus via the property of Separation.
Parigot's Original Calculus: λμ. In 1992, Parigot proposed an extension of λ-calculus providing "an algorithmic interpretation of classical natural deduction" [27] : λμ-calculus is in Curry-Howard correspondence [17] with classical natural deduction [26, 27] . Although initially motivated by the correspondence with classical logic, λμ-calculus is now widely studied in its untyped version as we do in the rest of this paper. Definition 1. λμ-terms (t, u, v, · · · ∈ Σ λμ ) are defined by the following syntax:
with x ∈ V and α, β ∈ V c , V and V c being two disjoint infinite sets of variables. [31, 33] , writing (t)α instead of the more common [α]t (this shall later be extended to the (Λ i ) i∈ω ). In this paper, we shall use Krivine's notation [22] for terms of λ-calculus and its various extensions considered here: we write (t)u for λ-application (instead of (M N )). As usual we consider λ-application to be left-associative, that 
This substitution is called structural substitution [27] .
A λμ-calculus Satisfying Böhm Theorem: Λμ-calculus. λμ satisfies standard properties of λ-calculus such as confluence [27, 29] , subject reduction [27] and SN [28] . However, Böhm theorem fails in λμ-calculus (more precisely in its extensional version, λμη-calculus [29, 9] ). This led us [31] to define an extension to λμη, Λμ-calculus, for which we proved Böhm theorem: the more liberal syntax of Λμ makes new contexts available and thus achieves a Böhm Out.
Definition 3. Λμ-terms (t, u, v · · · ∈ Σ Λμ ) are defined by the following syntax: Confluence holds in Λμ [32, 34] under the same hypothesis as in λμη-calculus:
3 λ, μ and Beyond: The Stream Hierarchy
In the present section, we introduce the (Λ n ) n∈ω -calculi that we refer to as the stream hierarchy. This hierarchy of calculi is intended to be a call-by-name analogous to the CPS hierarchy. We first motivate our approach before defining the hierarchy and focusing on the metatheory of (Λ n ) n∈ω -calculi (they satisfy confluence and separation). In the following sections, we shall then study CPS translations and abstract machines for the hierarchy and finally, we shall establish that the Stream Hierarchy is indeed a CBN analogue to the CPS hierarchy in the final section of the paper.
Motivating the Stream Hierarchy
Λμ-calculus, a CBN calculus of delimited control. Separation theorem for Λμ-calculus can be seen as a consequence of the fact that Λμ-calculus admits more contexts than Parigot's λμ. As a consequence, it allows for a more powerful exploration of terms. Typical contexts used in the separation proofs
This exploits the fact that a context of the form []u 1 . . . u m β u delimits the part of the environment that can be passed through the left-most μ-abstracted variable (i.e. α) when term μα.μα .t is placed in the hole. As a result, one can access to the second μ-abstracted variable α thanks to the second portion of the context,
Based on this fact, Herbelin and Ghilezan [16] evidenced strong connections between Λμ-calculus and calculi with delimited continuations in the spirit of Danvy and Filinski shift/reset operators [7] using the calculus λμ tp. In its callby-value version, λμ tp is equivalent to Danvy-Filinski's shift/reset operators while in its call-by-name version the calculus is equationally correspondent to Λμ-calculus. This led Herbelin & Ghilezan to assert that Λμ-calculus is a CBN calculus of delimited control.
CPS Hierarchy. In their seminal paper on shift/reset [7] , Danvy and Filinski introduced a hierarchy of control operators, (shift i /reset i ) i∈ω , which are obtained by iterated CPS translations. This is known as the CPS hierarchy. In the following, we shall refer to it as the CPS hierarchy or λS n and adopt Kameyama's terminology [19] :
While the emphasis was traditionally given to the delimited-control languages in call-by-value, recent works have advocated the interest of studying call-byname delimited control [16, 21] , although CBN delimited control behaves quite differently from call-by-value. In particular, in pursuing the investigation of callby-name delimited control, it is quite natural to wonder whether an analogous to the CPS hierarchy exists in the call-by-name world.
Λμ-calculus, Streams and Infinitary λ-calculi.
The fst -rule allows for an operational interpretation of Λμ-calculus as a stream calculus with the ability to abstract over streams of Λμ-terms. With this interpretation of V S -variables as place-holders for streams of Λμ-terms:
-the effect of the fst -rule is to instantiate the first elements of a stream: for streams (or an infinite reduction sequence of β, resp η) and rule fst corresponds to popping the first element of a stream (or matching it); -actually, Λμ-calculus can be seen as a core functional language for stream, this direction being investigated in a current work with M. Gaboardi (see long version of the paper for details).
Parigot already noticed some (weak) form of this in his seminal paper where "the operator μ looks like a λ having potentially infinite number of arguments" [27] . Viewing μ as an operator iterating λ-abstraction until limit ordinal ω, the parallel with infinitary λ-calculi is natural. Such infinitary calculi have been considered in the literature [3, 4, 20] both to study infinite structures arising in lazy languages or to study consistency problems in λ-calculus. Even though we will not pursue this direction in this paper, this theme has been extremely influential in developing the stream hierarchy. Indeed, once a transfinite calculus is unveiled, the question of the ordinal by which it is indexed (if any) is pending: λ-calculus corresponds to ordinal ω while Λμ-calculus corresponds to ordinal ω 2 but what about other ordinals such as ω 3 for instance? The stream hierarchy is actually related to this question. 
Definition of the Hierarchy of (Λ
n ) n∈ω -calculi Definition 7. Let V be a countable set of variables (x, y, · · · ∈ V). For any i ∈ ω, one considers a copy of V, named V i (x i , y i , . . . denoting the elements of V i ), those copies being pairwise disjoint. Λ ω -terms (t, u, v, · · · ∈ Σ Λ ω ) are defined by the following grammar (closed Λ ω -terms are denoted by Σ c Λ ω ):Σ Λ ω t, u ::= x 0 | λ 0 x.t | (t)u | λ i x.t | (t)x i for any i > 0 In λ i x.t (resp x i ), iDefinition 8. For n ∈ ω, Σ Λ n (resp. Σ c Λ n ) is the restriction of Σ Λ ω (resp. Σ c Λ ω ) to
terms with binders and variables of level lower or equal to n, for i ≤ n.
Definition 9. For n ∈ ω, −→ Λ n is the reduction on Σ Λ n induced by rules:
is the reduction on Σ Λ n induced by rules: 
that is S stores any context of level strictly less than i in a continuation that can later be manipulated (for instance it can be composed with itself if
. The flow of control is given to u only once an argument of level i (or higher) is reached, in which case λ i y is destroyed.
Meta-theory of the Stream Hierarchy
In this section, we state two essential theorems of Λ n -calculi: confluence and separation. More details can be found in [30] .
Confluence theorem. Confluence holds on closed terms. Such a restriction is necessary: (λ 2 y.x)z 2 reduces to x and to (λ 0 y.λ 1 y .λ 2 y .x)z 2 which cannot reduce to the same term. As a corollary, Λ j is a conservative extension of Λ i , for any i < j:
Böhm theorem. To state the separation theorem (aka Böhm theorem) for the stream hierarchy, we first define canonical normal forms for the hierarchy using the notion of pre-redex.
Canonical normal forms (Λ n -CNF) can be considered as those terms containing only fst-redexes such that a fst-reduction does not create any redex other than fst-redexes: Definition 13. A Λ n -CNF is a βη-normal form with no pre-redex.
We can now state the separation result:
Translating the Stream Hierarchy into λ-Calculus
We define in this section sound and complete translations of the stream hierarchy into λ-calculus with pairs. These translations are inspired by the recent CPS translation for λμ tp-calculus by Herbelin and Ghilezan [16] . Several translations into λ-calculus have been proposed for λμ-calculus in the literature. de Groote [10] was the first to study CPS translations for λμ-calculus. Lafont, Reus and Streicher [24] proposed a CPS translation for λ-calculus into λ-calculus with pairs which later led to a continuation semantics for λμ-calculus [36] and is very much related to CPS translations for λμ-calculus by Fujita [14] or Lassen [25] .
A by-product of this section is to provide a sound and complete CPS translation for Λμ-calculus. We recall the definition of the λ-calculus with pairs.
Definition 14. Terms of λ-calculus with pairs are given by the following syntax:
Σ λπ t, u ::= x | λx.t | (t)u | t, u | (π 1 )t | (π 2 )t
Definition 15. Equations of λπ are βη (equationally) plus the following:
(π 1 ) t 1 , t 2 = π1 t 1 (π 2 ) t 1 , t 2 = π2 t 2 (π 1 )t, (π 2 )t = SP t
Definition 16. We assume that the set of variables of λ-calculus with pairs is V = {k} V 0 · · · V n and we define a translation [−] : Σ Λ n −→ Σ λπ as follows:
x 0 = λk.(x 0 )k λ i x.t = λk.((λx i . [t])(π 1 ) n−i+1 k) . . . (π 2 )(π 1 ) n−i k, (π 2 )(π 1 ) n−i−1 k . . . , (π 2 )k (t)x i = λk.([t]) . . . x i , (π 1 ) n−i k , (π 2 )(π 1 ) n−i−1 k . . . , (π 2 )k [(t)u] = λk.([t]) . . . [u] , (π 1 ) n k , (π 2 )(π 1 ) n−1 k . . . , (π 2 )k with 0 ≤ i ≤ n for λ i x.t and 0 < i ≤ n for (t)x i .
Remark 8. In the previous definition, we abbreviated (π
i )(π i ) . . . (π i )t as (π i ) n t.
The definition for [(t)u] when u = x 0 corresponds to instantiating the definition for (t)x i with i = 0. An alternative definition for [(t)u] is thus possible:
Then one has:
The translation is sound and complete with respect to Λ n η -equational theory:
For the completeness part, we study the image of Σ Λ n terms by the translation which is characterized by the terms T defined by the following grammar:
Definition 17. The target of the CPS can be defined by the following grammar:
Proof. We only sketch the proof, more details are available in appendix and in the long version. Soundness is obtained by induction on the length of a proof of equality between t and u. Completeness is more involved. It mainly amounts to the following arguments:
-an inverse translation, _ , is defined from the target language of Λ n to Λ n+1 ; -one proves that the inverse translation preserves equality in Λ n+1 , and thus: 
An Operational Investigation of the Stream Hierarchy
In the final section of his seminal paper, Parigot outlined an abstract machine for λμ-calculus. Later, de Groote [11] and Streicher and Reus [36] studied abstract machines for λμ-calculus. We shall be interested in this section in abstract machines for the Stream hierarchy. We shall now define abstract machines which compute Λ n -head normal forms. In the following, we do not consider extensionality rules which are not necessary to compute head normal forms.
Definition 18. Λ n -head normal forms are defined by the following grammar:
In the next definition we introduce constants representing variables in order to compute head normal forms (and not only weak head normal forms).
Definition 19. Let 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Constants of level i are defined as
i ρi with x ∈ V, i < j and ρ i a finite sequence of integers k, 0 ≤ k < i ( denotes the empty sequence). We shall also consider particular constants which shall represent empty contexts: 
We set ⊥ i · S i+1 to be equal to S i+1 , and (S
These equalities allow us to assume that if S is of the form (((S
Definition 21. We define pop i (S n+1 ) and push(S i , S n+1 ) as follows:
Otherwise, one has:
We now define the Λ n -KAM: 
The only case when the machine cannot reduce is when the machine state is in case
, S and x 0 is associated by e to a variable constant of level 0, c 0 , and not to a closure t[e ] since there is no rule for reducing this case (it is easy to check that when the initial state is made of a closed term, this is indeed the only case which can stop the machine). The final states of the machine are thus of the form:
In that case, we have reached the head variable and obtained the head normal form, the prefix of λ i x i which has been gathered during the computation is the prefix of abstractions of the head normal form (up to some fst-reduction which have been lazily performed in the term and shall be propagated during the reconstruction of the Λ n -term). One actually has the following: 
Relating the Stream Hierarchy and the CPS Hierarchy
The aim of this section is to make clear how the Stream hierarchy relates to Danvy & Filinski's CPS hierarchy and to actually show that the Stream hierarchy is indeed a call-by-name analogous to the CPS hierarchy, that is a CBN hierarchy of delimited continuations. For this purpose, we first introduce a new hierarchy of calculi, the λμ tp n -calculi that we use as mediators between the two CBN/CBV hierarchies, following a method recently developed by Herbelin and Ghilezan.
6.1 λμ tp n -calculi Definition 24 (λμ tp n -calculi). Let n ∈ ω. λμ tp n -terms (t, u, v, · · · ∈ Σ λμ tp n ) are defined by the following syntax (with q ::= α | tp):
CBV and CBN λμ tp n -calculi can be naturally considered. In the CBV case, values and evaluation contexts are defined as V ::= x | λx.t and ) is defined by the following rules: 
Definition 27 (Translations between Λ n and λμ tp n )
Theorem 12. For any n ∈ ω, Λ n is in eq. correspondence with CBN λμ tp n :
In order to study the correspondence with CPS hierarchy, we recall Kameyama's axiomatization of λS n [19] :
Definition 28. = λSn is defined as: [16] and is analyzed in [2] .
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a new hierarchy of calculi, the (Λ n ) n∈ω -calculi, called the stream hierarchy. This hierarchy generalizes both λ-calculus and Λμ-calculus. (Λ n ) n∈ω -calculi have layered, or hierarchical, abstractions as well as variables with levels and its reduction system naturally extends the one for Λμ-calculus. The main related works are the CBV studies of delimited continuations and of the CPS hierarchiy and most notably works by Danvy, Filinski, Hasegawa and Kameyama [5, 8, 13, 18, 19] and the works on CBN delimited control by Ghilezan, Herbelin and Kiselyov [16, 21] . The main results of the paper are:
-Church-Rosser and Böhm theorem for the hierarchy which ensures that the hierarchy is well-structured; -sound and complete CPS translations for the hierarchy. The completeness proof strongly relies on conservativity results between different layers of the hierarchy allowing for simpler completeness proofs compared to more traditional translations as Fujita's CPS adapted to Λμ-calculus; -an operational semantics for the hierarchy obtained by constructing abstract machines, the Λ n -KAM, inspired from Krivine abstract machine for λ-calculus. The Λ n -KAMs compute Λ n -head normal forms; -finally, we established that the stream hierarchy is indeed a hierarchy of delimited continuations in call-by-name, by mediating between the CPS hierarchy and the stream hierarchy thanks to the λμ tp n -calculi.
As a conclusion, we have developed a(n almost) complete study of the stream hierarchy. Our contribution evidences that the Stream hierarchy is a CBN hierarchy of delimited continuations and that fruitful connections exist between delimited control and infinitary calculi which underly Λμ-calculus and the entire stream hierarchy. However, some more developments are still to be done, which are left for future work:
-the CPS translations for the hierarchy can be used for a semantical study of the hierarchy. However, we are also interested in developping Böhm tree semantics for Λμ-calculus and the stream hierarchy; -the CPS translations and the abstract machines considered in this paper have many similarities. It would be of interest to study how the abstract machines can be generated from the CPS semantics; -the Λ n -KAM has a structure (states and reductions) very similar to abstract machines for the CPS hierarchy [8, 5] . We shall make this relation clear;
-we developed an untyped study of the stream hierarchy but a typed study of the hierarchy would also be of interest; -the stream hierarchy that we considered here is indexed by ω. However, it can straightforwardly be made more general by indexing the hierarchy by a larger ordinal while preserving most results. We limited our presentation to ω for two reasons: for simplicity, first, but also because the CPS hierarchy is itself limited to ω. We conjecture that the CPS hierarchy can as well be extended above ω which could actually be interesting for several applications of the hierarchy where it might be of interest to have a delimiter that can delimit an infinite number of different shift operators; -the Stream interpretation of Λμ-calculus and the links with infinitary calculi have been very influential. We shall develop these directions in future works. See [35] for some early developments.
Finally, we think that the ability to develop the stream hierarchy as a natural generalization of Λμ-calculus is a hint of the fact that Λμ-calculus is a calculus with a strong structure: this hierarchical extension could not have been developed based on Parigot's syntax for instance (but for adding a dynamically bound variable as we did with λμ tp n -calculi).
